SHIPPING LABEL INSTRUCTIONS

General Shipping Guideline – Returns and Repairs to Hilti
In order to ensure your package arrives quickly to the Hilti facility, please follow the steps below.
Please remove all consumables and material from the tool kit box before shipping. Hilti will not be
responsible for items shipped with the tool. Failure to follow these steps could result in delayed or
misplaced shipments and subject to fines from UPS.
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Limited Quantity Products – Booster, Gas Canisters
1. B
 efore placing the UPS label on the box, double check that no diamond label marking or any
other hazard identifying labels are visible anywhere on the box.
2. If a diamond label is on the box please remove or cover up the label unless specifically instructed
to do otherwise. In this case you will be provided a label.
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SHIPPING LABEL INSTRUCTIONS

Gas Saw Shipping Instructions
Gas saws cannot be shipped in the air without special approval. When shipped on the ground (i.e.
parcel, LTL, or courier), gas saws must follow the below instructions:
1. Check gas tank for any liquid.
2. Drain all gas.
3. Purge fumes until tank is dry.
4. Replace gas cap and tighten securely.
5. Place saw in a plastic bag and seal.
6. Place bagged saw in a sturdy box.
7. Provide plenty of packaging material.
When gas tank is dry, shipping gas saws requires no special labeling or documentation.
Hilti Vacuum Shipping Instructions
The waste container of the vacuum may or may not contain hazardous materials and must be
removed as a precaution to avoid any hazardous goods shipping.
1. Remove the bottom waste container from the vacuum.
2. Enclose the vacuum head in a plastic bag or trash bag.
3. Place the plastic bag in a sturdy box.
4. Provide plenty of packaging material.
When the waste container is removed from the vacuum, shipping requires no special labeling or
documentation.
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Hilti Lithium Battery Shipping Instructions
DOT regulations require that the proper label be placed on the outside of the box when shipping
lithium ion batteries that are not greater than 300 watt hours.
Shipping instructions for ground only, air restricted
1. Always pack the battery in a strong and sturdy box.
2. W
 hen shipping the battery inside the tool kit box, ensure that the kit box is placed inside another
cardboard box.
3 . The total weight of the box cannot exceed 65 pounds.
4. Cut the below label and tape near the UPS label with clear tape.
5. Shipment may only be sent via ground services.
6. Use UN3480 label for individual batteries by themselves
7. U
 se UN3481 if the battery is either contained in equipment or packed with equipment (internal in a
laser or packed in a case with a tool, not attached)
Label Instructions
Cut the below label and tape near the UPS label with clear tape
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LITHIUM BATTERIES
FORBIDDEN FOR
TRANSPORT ABOARD
AIRCRAFT AND VESSEL

OR

Fold this printed page at the line below.
Place this return label (address side up) in a see-through shipping pouch.
If you do not have a pouch, affix this folded return label using clear plastic
shipping tape over the entire label area being careful not to damage the bar
codes
or at
addresses.
Fold this printed
page
the line below.

Place this return label (address side up) in a see-through shipping pouch.
If you do not have a pouch, affix this folded return label using clear plastic shipping tape
over the entire label area being careful not to damage the bar codes or addresses.

Fold this printed page at the line below
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ANYTOWN, US
93291

HILTI TOOL SERVICES
(800) 879-8000
HILTI ARS ANY RC
Tool Service Center addr
SHIP
TO:

Customer Contact
(111) 111-1111
HILTI CUSTOMER COMPANY NAME
CUSTOMER ADDRESS LINE
ANYTOWN US 12345
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Please fold on the line below

